Discourse
t r a c t
Advances in automatic text classification have been necessitated by the rapid increase in the availability of digital documents. Machine learning (ML) algorithms can 'learn' from data: for instance a ML system can be trained on a set of features derived from written texts belonging to known categories, and learn to distinguish between them. Such a trained system can then be used to classify unseen texts. In this paper, we explore the potential of the technique to classify transcribed speech samples along clinical dimensions, using vocabulary data alone. We report the accuracy with which two related ML algorithms [naive Bayes Gaussian (NBG) and naive Bayes multinomial (NBM)] categorized picture descriptions produced by: 32 semantic dementia (SD) patients versus 10 healthy, agematched controls; and SD patients with left-(n ¼ 21) versus right-predominant (n ¼ 11) patterns of temporal lobe atrophy. We used information gain (IG) to identify the vocabulary features that were most informative to each of these two distinctions.
In the SD versus control classification task, both algorithms achieved accuracies of greater than 90%. In the right-versus left-temporal lobe predominant classification, NBM achieved a high level of accuracy (88%), but this was achieved by both NBM and NBG when the features used in the training set were restricted to those with high values of IG. The most informative features for the patient versus control task were low frequency content words, generic terms and components of metanarrative statements. For the right versus
Introduction
Rapid growth in the availability of digital documents, such as web pages, blogs and emails, has highlighted the importance of methods for automatic text classification. Imposing order on unstructured collections of texts facilitates storage, search, browsing and future re-use. Current approaches to text classification rely on machine learning (ML) techniques, which build automatic text classifiers by learning the characteristics of the categories of interest (such as topic or genre) from a set
